INDUSTRY REPORT

FASHION & BEAUTY

Reinventing style: a rise in comfort, tech,
and the customer experience
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INTRODUCTION
With 2021 well underway, many industries are slowly bouncing back, including the fashion & beauty industry.
Heavily impacted by the sudden drop of in-store customers, many top brands had to find other ways to keep
things afloat. Whether it was keeping up with the latest TikTok trend or partnering up with A-list celebrities, fashion
brands were kept on their toes trying to understand their customers. And one of the top methods of tapping into
what consumers want is social listening.
This report utilises AI-powered analytics to analyze millions of conversations from social media, news channels,
blogs, and more. We look into the overarching conversations that stand out in the fashion industry, as well as
brands that hit it out of the park with their decisions.
Follow along as we dive into themes from online conversations over the last few months, including a rise in
user- generated content, celebrity fashion, and trends on social media. Some of the trends that stand out:
• Personal care products
• Lockdown-appropriate clothing
• Social media trends
• Omnichannel approach for fashion
• Unlikely collaborations
The fashion and beauty industry has witnessed new trends and waves of interest as always. But as the world
emerges from a world heavily impacted by the pandemic, brands need to be aware of customer conversations to
really know what will happen next.

OVERARCHING CONVERSATIONS
User-generated content, celebrity fashion, and celebrity beauty dominate industry conversations
Fashion conversations in the 3 months between March and May 2021, revolved heavily around celebrities. People still look to their favorite stars for inspiration when it comes to fashion. The popularity of
these stars continues to prompt brands to choose them as ambassadors. For instance, the massive

following of K-Pop has trickled over to the west, resulting in more brand partnerships with South Korean
stars and global fashion brands.

User-generated content increased during the pandemic, as people had more time on their hands to

get creative - fashion tutorials and other posts like “#OutfitOfTheDay” continued to grow, with TikTok
being the most popular platform. Fashion has also found its way into gaming, providing brands with
more avenues to promote their designs.

Conversation Clusters in the fashion industry between March and May 2021 - influence of celebrities is
clear to see, while different forms of UGC dominate the discussions.

When it comes to beauty, makeup and skincare tutorials were the most popular topics in the 3 months

between March and May 2021. Commenting on and appreciating celebrities and makeup artists made
up a good chunk of beauty conversations, while mentions of brands were also prevalent in the discussions. Self-confidence and beauty for oneself, as opposed to external gratification, were more important for consumers as skincare became a focus as a result of lockdowns.

Conversation Clusters in the beauty industry between March and May 2021 - makeup and skincare tutorials in the center of conversations as consumers turn to celebrities for inspiration as well.

PART 1:

The Growing Importance of Skincare
Pampering trends lead to a rise in personal care
According to a report by McKinsey, makeup products have seen a decline throughout the pandemic,

while skincare, haircare, and bath & body products have witnessed growth. Working from home, physical distancing, and mask- wearing have led to a decrease in wearing makeup and fragrance, while

self-care trends took over. This popularity was also seen online, with mentions of personal care products
dominating makeup & cosmetics during the peak lockdown period between May and July 2020.

Takeaway: Understanding how and why consumers decide to focus more heavily on certain products or
aspects of life is crucial to staying one step ahead. With more time on their hands, consumers were able
to put themselves and their health first.

PART 2 :

Consumers Want Comfort & Safety, Brands Adapt
Context is everything, and throughout 2020, the fashion industry witnessed how consumers adapted

their interests and brands responded by adapting their products. Stemming from the staying-at-home
phenomenon and desire to stay fashionable and safe in the streets, we saw two emerging trends appear.

No need for button-up pants
With people staying at home for long periods of time, the need for suits, ties, or dresses decreased. Con-

sumers wanted clothing that could be used to get in a quick at-home workout then eat ice cream on the
couch.

To meet this increased desire for comfortable clothes, sales in athleisure skyrocketed. One of the biggest
winners of the uptick in casualwear has been Lululemon. Sales from last year’s fourth quarter rose 24%
year-over-year to $1.7 billion, with its shares rising 50% in 2020.

The visible increase in influencer marketing might also have helped Lululemon’s sales. Successful collaborations allow brands to connect with users and drive engagement, such as when Lululemon partnered
with Yeri from the South Korean Brand Red Velvet for Vogue Korea. This collaboration exploded online,
receiving over 90K engagements.

Another successful instance of influencer marketing was when Athleta signed Simone Biles, gaining ex-

posure to the fanbase of America’s most decorated gymnast. Leveraging the audience of celebrities can
result in a huge payoff. By partnering with celebrated musicians and athletes, these brands show that
their clothing is comfortable enough to be worn in almost any situation.

Looking at conversations around athleisure and working from home, we found 35% positive sentiment
and less than 1% negative sentiment. Among top results, we saw people claim athleisure as their preferred choice of clothing when working from home.

Consumers also see both trends becoming part of the new normal, where they will be able to wear their
favorite leggings while working from the couch at least a few times per week.

Mask fashion
Just as soon as masks became part of everyone’s most used items, designers and brands across the

world realized that this trend was a part of the near future. In the past year, the number of conversations
about masks was over 280 million. Although it’s falling, brands that got in early were able to make the
most out of selling stylish versions of this much- needed item.

When comparing general conversations around masks and those specific to fashionable masks, we

found a significant change in sentiment. Masks overall received only 13% positive sentiment while fashionable masks have almost 40% in the same category.

During the past year, we saw how consumers have rallied in support of masks to protect themselves and

others, but the higher positive sentiment around fashionable masks also shows that consumers still want
to look their best while being safe.

Discussions about these stylish ‘accessories’ have taken place not only via messages or external conversations but also online. A lot of people have shared photos of their own masks, while brands have
kept up by showcasing their new designs across various types of media.

Takeaway: The data examined shows that brands today need to be a part of the trends that pop up in

their industry. It is no longer possible for companies to simply watch from the sidelines; they need to be
able to react swiftly to consumer needs.

PART 3:

The Omnichannel Approach : Tacking On Tech
Fashion has evolved quickly in recent years, and the push towards digital sales has made the industry

more aware of the importance of an omnichannel approach. With the e-commerce boom of 2020, the

increasing use of technology, and the return to stores in recent months, brands have to compete in engaging with their customers across multiple channels.
Your living room is your new fitting room
Fitting rooms faded out of fashion as stores remained closed for months, but with people needing to buy
clothes from home, brands began experimenting with technological ways to turn people’s homes into a
dressing room or runway.

Brands are building more solid omnichannel solutions, especially by understanding what aspects of a

physical shopping experience can enhance online purchases and vice versa. With face-to-face interactions severely limited, fashion brands needed to innovate and think outside the box to ensure customer
satisfaction and retain engagement.

To step up their game in the fashion industry and appeal to consumers stuck at home, Walmart acquired the virtual fitting room company Zeekit, seeking to recreate the customer experience within a
store through virtual fittings.

Conversations around these virtual fitting rooms focus on the technology of AR, as well as the effect it will
have on the customer experience. The ability to share a virtual outfit with a friend brings back the social
aspect of looking for deals and clothes. Consumers may enjoy the ease of online browsing, but many
miss the social interactions of shopping in real life.

Takeaway : To stay competitive, brands are turning to digital solutions, and as such, they now need to

monitor more conversations than before, across online and offline channels. Being aware of what consumers are missing will give companies an edge when implementing new features or campaigns.

Second-hand clothing apps are on the rise
Consumers have taken advantage of the e-commerce boom to sell what they already owned, with this

trend being particularly popular in the clothing industry. Looking at conversations over the last 6 months,

we noticed over 9.8M mentions of second-hand clothes and commonly used trading platforms like Vint-

ed, Poshmark, and Depop. Consumers have been very engaged with this market and have taken advantage of the various apps where they can easily purchase used clothes.

Narrowing in on the period of April and May, we saw that 30% of conversations were from Poshmark us-

ers sharing their preferred items on social media, with other clusters of conversations related to various
fashion trends or types

of apparel. Around that time, Vinted, a European marketplace, closed an all-equity round of €250 million,
and Etsy acquired UK-based social selling site Depop for $1.6 billion. These actions prove that the market
is expected to continue growing during 2021, especially among Generation Z.

Takeaway: The digital market for these clothes has been praised in online conversations due to attractive prices, the quality of its clothes, and the wide selection online. As bigger brands continue entering

the market due to its potential, it will be crucial to monitor the share of voice that your brand has in conversations.

Fast fashion bounces back with the help of social media
Last April, McKinsey predicted that global fashion-industry revenues would contract by 30 percent in

2020. Fast-forward 15 months and Inditex, one of the world’s most renowned fast fashion retailers, said

that its first quarter of this year was better than expected, which shows signs that the industry, and especially this particular sector, is recovering.

By taking a look at the most recent conversations around some fast fashion giants, it’s clear that the

market is led by H&M, with other brands fighting for second place. The steady conversation around most
of these brands suggests that the industry is fairing well as people return to the stores in a post-lockdown shopping surge. The continuous increase in-store traffic and online conversation indicates a
healthy return for these clothing brands.

A way to help things along is to engage with consumers online or even launch a giveaway to entice buyers. The UK- based fashion retailer, PrettyLittleThing, did exactly that. The successful fast fashion brand

has expanded across Europe, Australia, the Middle East, and North America utilizing the power of social
media to drive interest, engagement, and sales.

One of the things that they did back in November 2020 to grow their brand awareness was to have cash
giveaways on social media. This garnered a lot of attention, as the brand showed understanding of

people’s needs during the difficulties of the pandemic. Add in the possibility of winning $1000, and it’s no
wonder people were jumping in to engage.

The brand picked up a total of 1.6M results in the last 4 days of November, benefiting from a huge surge

in engagement from their social media initiative. By staying aware of current events and what their audience would be interested in, PrettyLittleThing made a splash and boosted exposure.

Takeaway: Connecting with your audience is a great way to gain brand awareness, but it is also key in
monitoring the sentiment towards your brand to make sure that your actions are being perceived well.
For PrettyLittleThing, sentiment remained above 60% positive, which means that most of the engagement was in favor of these giveaways.

PART 4:

TikTok and Influencers Boost User-Generated
Content
Fashion & beauty tutorials
One of the trends that emerged on social media during the pandemic was the rise of user-generated

content related to fashion and beauty tutorials. With more time on their hands, fashion & beauty enthusiasts kept themselves busy by actually pampering and taking care of themselves. Then, they shared
their best tips and tricks online as DIY tutorials.

In the last 3 months alone there were nearly a million fashion & beauty tutorials online. Visual analytics

show that beauty content was the most engaged with as people looked for ways to maintain a skincare
and beauty routine despite lockdown restrictions. When it came to core fashion and beauty brands,
M.A.C., Levi’s, La Mer, L’Oreal, Primark, and Zara received the most affinity.

In regards to UGC, TikTok has been the go-to platform for this type of visual content, and the brand

has been associated with fashion & beauty tutorials on other platforms as well. Several trends flared in

popularity on the video app. With people still spending most of their time inside, screentime shot up, and
platforms like TikTok that offered bite-sized entertainment became a popular escape.

Influencer networks show that the K-Pop community is closely tied to fashion and beauty, creating

strong content that provides fashion and beauty inspiration. Consumers also turn to their favorite celebrities to be inspired - Australian singer, actor, and YouTuber Troye Sivan has emerged as one of the big

influencers with his bold outfit choices. Brands also play an important role in the network, with The Creme
Shop forming a healthy network connecting consumers and product review channels.

From content creators to successful brands
User-generated content continues to grow as content creators seek a big break that will see their channels turn into successful businesses. In the last few years, we have seen several successful businesses
and brands coming up, especially in the beauty industry. Starting off with quality content, building a

base as an influencer in the industry, and eventually building a brand as well as a portfolio of products.
The prime example of this is Huda Kattan, who started off as a content creator on YouTube. She found
success on other platforms as well, becoming the top Instagram Beauty account, with over 40 million
followers. Huda Beauty now has more than 4 million subscribers on YouTube.

Kattan launched a cosmetic line called Huda Beauty in 2013, which has since become one of the fastest-growing beauty brands, winning Kattan accolades such as one of Time’s most influential people

on the internet, Forbes’ list of richest self-made women, and one of the top 3 beauty influencers. In 2021,
Huda Beauty became the world’s most loved brand according to our latest Brand Love Story.

In the last month, Huda Beauty had over 7K posts on its social media platforms, with Twitter and Facebook being the most active. However, 99% of Huda Beauty’s engagement comes from its Instagram

account. At an average of nearly 2 posts a day, Huda Beauty had a total of 53 posts, of which 35 were of
positive sentiment and generated a whopping 3.7M engagements.

Huda Kattan herself generated over 600K engagements through just 7 posts in the last 30 days. Huda
Kattan’s influence and the love her brand receives are justifiable by the portfolio of products and the
message of body positivity that she promotes by setting the example herself.

Takeaway: Huda Kattan’s transition from influencer to global brand speaks to the impact that engagement, consumer sentiment, and an online presence can have. More and more people are entering the

fashion & beauty industry with the hopes of setting themselves apart. Monitoring what customers care
about is crucial for influencers looking to make it big in the fashion & beauty industry.

PART 5:

Unlikely Collaborations for Increased Engagement

Unlikely Collaborations
A growing trend in fashion over the last year has been the emergence of strange collaborations that
may have seemed inconceivable between fashion brands and other brands especially technolo-

gy, gaming, and toys. Brands needed to get creative to keep consumers’ attention, and for some, that
meant partnerships out of left field.

Burberry collaborating with Honor of Kings is the latest in a growing trend of fashion brands infiltrating

video games. News of the collaboration went viral across online media as the virality map below shows.
It garnered more than a thousand mentions on the day of the announcement.

Cole Haan and Slack - We’ve seen a number of collaborations in the footwear space from Lil Nas X’s

Satan shoes, Puma’s Mario sneakers, and Adidas’ LEGO-themed shoes. But one nobody saw coming was
from Cole Haan and business instant messaging app Slack. The announcement on Cole Haan’s website
generated more than 1K engagements, coupled with an equal number from their teaser on Twitter as
well.

Levi’s and LEGO - A limited-edition collection from Levi’s and LEGO was launched in October last year,

as the two brands were mentioned together in more than 10K results online with more than 25% positive
sentiment. The reveal of the collection generated nearly 1.5K engagements on Twitter.

Takeaway - As the world transitions into a post-lockdown reality, organizations need to keep up by

keeping consumers’ attention. Although many of the emerging collaborations may seem odd or downright strange, the data suggests that these unlikely partnerships are definitely catching people’s attention.

What better way to cause a stir and increase engagement than to partner with an unlikely brand? Gaining exposure across new audiences and creating interest from new, innovative products is definitely a
win-win.

CONCLUSION
The fashion and beauty industry has experienced a wild ride as consumers looked for entertainment

and options that corresponded with changing preferences during lockdown. Then, brands grappled with
consumers eager for exciting options as the world eased restrictions.
Key takeaways:
• It is crucial to understand how and why consumers prefer certain products or aspects of fashion &
beauty. With the pandemic affecting everything from clothing preference to skincare, brands need
to monitor customer conversations to ensure they’re hitting the mark.

• Organizations can no longer sit idle as trends emerge and impact consumers and their choices.
They need to constantly be aware and ready to act.

• To stay competitive, brands need to incorporate digital solutions and monitor online and offline
conversations more than ever.

• Connecting with a target audience is key to gaining brand awareness, but monitoring sentiment is
also of vital importance. Brands can avoid potential PR disasters by ensuring they are being perceived well by their consumers.

• To remain competitive, brands need to constantly innovate and excite their consumers by trying
new things, such as collaborating with unlikely partners.

NEXT STEPS
Get notified if anything urgent happens
In fast-paced industries like fashion & beauty, brands must step up their monitoring capabilities. It’s

indispensable to have your finger on the pulse of the market to react to negative comments on social
media or jump on a growing trend. Being able to create alerts for an important dashboard is a way to
easily monitor any irregular activity or spike around your topics.

Book in a discovery call by contacting us today

T : + 353 98 30300
E : info@boldcraftmarketing.com
W : www.boldcraftmarketing.com

METHODOLOGY
Mentions of topics were gathered from a variety of sources including news sites, social media channels,
forums, and blogs.

Sentiment analysis, video analytics, and image recognition are powered by the AI Engines.
Sentiment analysis is performed with an average of 90% accuracy, with the ability to detect sarcasm
and ironic comments.

Images are compared to a database of over 30,000 brand logos, to help identify brands in photos and
videos from social media.

Queries were used to identify the topics discussed, such as fashion and beauty trends, as well as top

brands in both industries. In some cases, these may have been improved using Boolean operators, to

help remove false positives. Filters were used in order to narrow down results for specific places, categories, or demographics.

T : + 353 98 30300
E : info@boldcraftmarketing.com
W : www.boldcraftmarketing.com

